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Abstract
Approximate numerical techniques, for the solution of the elastic wave scattering problem
over semi-infinite domains are reviewed. The approximations involve the representation of the
half-space by a boundary condition described in terms of 2D boundary element discretizations.
The classical BEM matrices are initially re-written into the form of a dense dynamic stiffness
matrix and later approximated to a banded matrix. The resulting final banded matrix is then
used like a standard finite element to solve the wave scattering problem at lower memory
requirements. The accuracy of the reviewed methods is benchmarked against the classical
problems of a semi-circular and a rectangular canyon. Results are presented in the time and
frequency domain, as well as in terms of relative errors in the considered approximations.
The main goal of the paper is to give the analyst a method that can be used at the practising
level where an approximate solution is enough in order to support engineering decisions.
Keywords: Wave scattering, boundary element method, finite element method, hybrid BEM/FEM.
1 Introduction
One of the main challenges in the numerical simulation of wave scattering problems, over infi-
nite or semi-infinite domains, is the proper imposition of radiation boundary conditions: When
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the analysis is performed using a full domain method, e.g., the finite differences method (FDM)
or the finite element method (FEM), one has to render finite the computational domain, and
use artificial boundary elements to approximate radiation damping. A wide variety of absorbing
boundary elements are available in the literature, (Lysmer & Kuhlemeyer, 1969; Engquist & Ma-
jda, 1977; Clayton & Engquist, 1977). Most of these elements suffer deficiencies, like dependence
of the performance on the angle of the incident wave or a limited frequency band of efficient op-
eration. On the other hand, among the many techniques available to approximate Sommerfeld’s
radiation boundary conditions, those based on integral formulations are the most accurate (Pao
& Varatharajulu, 1976; Banerjee, 1994a; Sa´nchez-Sesma et al., 1993); although their coupling to
existing finite element codes introduces inconvenient features, since their resulting coefficient ma-
trices are asymmetric and fully populated and destroy many of the appealing features of finite
element methods. In this work we explore approximations to the radiation boundary condition,
that combine the accuracy of integral-based formulations with the advantages of the finite element
algorithm. Our approximate representation is intended to be useful in the solution of scattering
problems of moderate size using existing finite element codes and the resources available in current
personal computers.
In general, the complexity of a formulation to approximate the radiation boundary condition
is a function of the degree of space-time non-locality introduced in the boundary model. In the
case of classical FDs and FEs, non-locality is an unnatural condition: Consequently, in order
to obtain effective solutions, the analyst must sacrifice accuracy at the expense of non-locality;
with accurate results obtained after a trade-off between non-locality and the use of Saint-Venant-
end-effects leading to large computational models. One of the first contributions in absorbing
boundaries, but still one of the most popular ones, is the fully-local, viscous boundary element
by Lysmer & Kuhlemeyer (1969). This boundary provides the conceptual basis of most of the
currently used elements, which exhibit various levels of efficiency with increasing levels of non-
locality, (Berenger, 1994; Soudkhah & Pak, 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2013; Duru &
Kreiss, 2012). Moreover, many of these absorbing conditions have been used in recent FDs and
FEs simulations of seismic regions, as large as the state of California and for frequencies up to 4.0
Hz, (Frankel, 1993; Komatitsch & Tromp, 1999; Min et al., 2003; Bielak et al., 2003; Komatitsch
et al., 2004; Givoli, 2004; Frehner et al., 2008; Ichimura et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009a,b, 2010;
Bielak et al., 2010; Chaljub et al., 2010; Lan & Zhang, 2011). In a second class of methods,
which are inherently non-local in space and time, (Pao & Varatharajulu, 1976; Manolis & Beskos,
1988; Sa´nchez-Sesma & Campillo, 1991; Banerjee, 1994a; Sa´nchez-Sesma & Luzo´n, 1995; Janod
& Coutant, 2000; Iturrara´n-Viveros et al., 2005), the radiation condition is imposed through fully
coupled boundary integral formulations: In those cases the half-space condition is analytically
satisfied by the Green’s function, but the resulting algorithm, although highly accurate is also
computationally demanding with coefficient matrices which are non-symmetric and fully populated.
A third solution strategy that has been popular during many years, is a combination that
approximates radiation damping via the BEM technique, while the scatterer, (including hetero-
geneities and/or nonlinearities), is treated with an FEM algorithm (Brebbia & Georgiou, 1979; Beer
& Meek, 1981; Banerjee, 1994b; Zienkiewicz et al., 1977; Zienkiewicz & Taylor, 2005; Boutchicha
et al., 2007; Helldorfer et al., 2008; Seghir et al., 2009; Bielak et al., 2009). That approach becomes
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especially attractive when the BEM discretization is written in the form of a displacements-based
finite element, representing the semi-infinite domain as a half-space-super-element (HSSE) and
favouring its straightforward coupling to a finite element model for the scatterer. Although the
coupling of BEM and FEM algorithms can be accomplished in a wide majority of commercially
available finite element codes that assimilate user element subroutines, e.g., (Abaqus, 1989; Tay-
lor, 2011), the asymmetric and dense character of the HSSE-coefficient-matrix still restrains the
advantages of the finite element method. Therefore, additional modifications must be imposed
to the resulting radiation boundary approximation, in order to obtain an efficient and accurate
formulation that preserves the nice properties of the finite element method. In this work we en-
force the HSSE-coefficient-matrix to remain banded and symmetric, and asses the effect upon the
solution accuracy of such compression scheme.
Compression schemes for the boundary element matrices have been used in the past, but all of
them performed the matrix compression at the boundary element level,i.e. in the discrete versions
of the displacements and traction kernels. For instance, Bouchon et al. (1995) used the criteria of
making zero each term of the traction and displacement matrices, where an original absolute value
below a preselected threshold was identified; Ostrowski et al. (2006) used hierarchical matrices and
adaptive cross approximation, which is a purely algebraic method, to compress the discrete BEM
integral operators; Abe et al. (2001) and Eppler & Harbrecht (2005) used a wavelet BEM technique
to achieve the packing of the resulting matrices. The fast multi-poles boundary element methods
(FM-BEM) introduced by Liu (2009), have gained popularity due to its low computational cost
in both, storage requirements and CPU time; these methods are based on a far field expansion
of the kernels of the integral equations. In this work, we follow a slightly different approach
since we directly operate in the final resulting BEM dynamic stiffness matrix; this operation is a
mandatory requirement if the goal is to preserve the advantages of the classical displacement-based
finite element method. Such requirement is clarified if one considers the fact that the inverse of
a banded matrix is not generally banded, and although the product of banded matrices is still
banded, the resulting half-band-width is larger than in the original single matrices.
In the current work we first review the well-known direct and indirect BEM algorithms, and
establish the connection between the final HSSE matrices obtained with both methods. The
resulting matrices are then compressed using (i) a threshold criteria and (ii) a method based on
the distance to the diagonal of the different terms; this method is termed herein a half-band-
width-method. The resulting HSSEs are coupled into an existing finite element code and tested in
the solution of two well documented scattering problems, namely a semicircular and a rectangular
canyon. Both problems are rich in scattered motions and contain different sources of diffraction:
As shown by different authors (Bielak & Christiano, 1984; Jaramillo et al., 2013) the scattered
and diffracted parts of the total field contain the motions that must be absorbed by the HSSE.
The article is organized as follows: The first part summarizes the scattering problem in terms
of integral equations, leading to boundary element algorithms and the formulation of the HSSE
coefficient matrices, together with its coupling to existing finite element codes. We then discuss
and apply the compression criteria to the solution of both canyons. The results, which are shown
in the frequency and time domain are then compared in terms of transfer functions and synthetic
seismograms along the canyon surfaces.
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2 Solution of the Scattering Problem
2.1 Direct and Indirect BEM Formulation and coupling to the finite
element method
The general scattering problem is schematized in fig. 1. Since the scatterer is treated with a
classical FEM algorithm, we only discuss the formulation of the boundary value problem for the
half-space part of the domain. In this work we use a method due to Bielak & Christiano (1984)
where the only unknown in the half-space corresponds to the scattered field. In this way, the
external plane wave excitation is converted into an equivalent system of internal sources, located
along the contact interface between the two media. The problem is then formulated in terms of
the Green’s function using either an integral representation theorem or a plain superposition of
sources.
	  
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the scattering problem.
Regardless of whether a direct or indirect BEM approach is used, both methods find their basic
foundation in the concept of the fundamental solution or the specific problem Green’s functions
Gij(~x, ~ξ) and Hij(~x, ~ξ, nˆx). These functions allow us to express respectively the i− th displacement
ui and traction components ti at a field point ~x due to a load Pj applied in the j − th direction at
a point ~ξ according to eq. (1);
ui(~x) = Gij
(
~x, ~ξ
)
Pj
(
~ξ
)
ti(~x, nˆx) = Hij
(
~x, ~ξ, nˆx
)
Pj
(
~ξ
)
.
(1)
and where it is clear that Hij(~x, ~ξ, nˆx) is the tractions counterpart of the displacement Green’s
function Gij(~x, ~ξ). In the above nˆx denotes the normal vector outward to the surface at a field
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point ~x. Direct use of eq. (1) into Betti’s reciprocity theorem for the scattered and the fundamental
states, yields Somigliana identity which is the basis of the integral equation to be solved in a direct
boundary element method as given in eq. (2)
Cij(~ξ)ui(~ξ) =
∫
S
Gij(~x, ~ξ)ti(~x, nˆx) dS(~x)−
∫
S
Hij(~x, nˆx; ~ξ, nˆξ)ui(~x) dS(~x). (2)
where again nˆx is the surface outward normal unit vector; Cij is a coefficient that depends
on the smoothness of the boundary; ui and ti are the boundary displacements and tractions
vectors respectively. Similarly, direct application of eq. (1) after assuming that the solution field
is produced by an arbitrary distribution of source densities φj(~ξ), along the boundary of the
considered domain, yields the fundamental equations to be solved in an indirect boundary element
method, eq. (3);
ui(~x) =
∫
S
Gij(~x, ~ξ)φj(~ξ) dS(~ξ)
ti(~x, nˆx) =
1
2
φj(~x) +
∫
S
Hij(~x, ~ξ, nˆξ)φj(~ξ) dS(~ξ)
(3)
and where the problem is now solved in a two step algorithm, where one has to find the
distribution of source densities φj(~ξ) that solves the specified boundary conditions and then finds
the solution field anywhere inside the domain.
The corresponding system of algebraic equations in either case can be obtained after discretiza-
tion of the field and the boundary into N (constant) elements. In the case of the direct BEM
approach an algebraic equation is generated after selecting an observation point ~ξl and performing
collocation along the N nodal points ~xk leading to;
CijU
l
i = G
kl
ij t
k
i −HklijUki . (4)
In eq. (4) the terms Gklij and H
kl
ij correspond to the integrals of the Green’s functions over the ~x
k-
element and evaluated at the ~ξl collocation point. Similarly, in the case of the indirect algorithm we
generate an algebraic equation after selecting an observation point ~xk and performing collocation
along the ~ξl nodal points leading to;
Uki = G˜
kl
ijφ
l
j
tki = H˜
kl
ij φ
l
j
(5)
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In eq. (5) the terms G˜klij and H˜
kl
ij have the same meaning as in the direct algorithm, however,
it should be noticed that the observation and field points are now reversed. Observe also that the
displacement matrices Gklij and G˜
kl
ij are the same in both methods because of the symmetries in
the Green’s function. On the contrary, the traction matrices have both directional and evaluation
arguments which are transposed. The corresponding collocation scheme in each case is described
in fig. 2.
	  
Figure 2: Definition of the observation and collocation points in the direct (left) and indirect
(right) boundary element algorithms.
The problem of coupling the BEM and FEM discretizations, reduces now to the simple exercise
of writing the BEM equations–relating unknown nodal tractions and displacements to prescribed
nodal tractions and displacements–into the equivalent form of a nodal forces-displacements rela-
tionship like in a standard displacements based finite element method formulation. Moreover, in
the case of the discussed wave propagation problem, formulated in terms of the scattered field
over the half-space and when the used Green’s functions are those of a semi-infinite medium, the
problem simplifies even more, since there are no remote forces originating at the far surface of the
BEM domain, labeled SM in fig. 3, to be carried over to the FEM domain.
	  
Figure 3: Schematic description of the coupling between a BEM and a FEM discretization.
In the case of plane wave incidence, the stiffness relation to be coupled and directly implemented
into an existing FEM code, reduces to the Half-Space-Super-Element (HSSE) stiffness matrix and
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its associated loads vector containing the incoming field, but expressed in terms of consistent nodal
forces , see Bielak and Christiano (1984). Referring again to fig. 3, we let the finite element part
of the domain be ΩF . This domain is assumed to have been discretized into internal degrees of
freedom UI and the contact surface into degrees of freedom US. In general, we will assume that
the discretizations of the BEM and the FEM meshes have different number of nodes and therefore
compatibility must be enforced through displacement and coupling matrices Ru and Rt (Tassoulas,
1988), as specified in eq. (6);
UN = RuUS
FN(nˆ
∗) = RttS(nˆ)
(6)
and where the normal vectors satisfy nˆ = −nˆ∗. Now, we can write the discrete finite element
equations corresponding to the scatterer like;
[
KII KIS
KSI KSS
] [
UI
US
]
=
[
FI
FS(nˆ)
]
(7)
where FS(nˆ) are the consistent nodal forces along the contact surface. Similarly the equations
for the half-space, after having converted the BEM system into a generalized force displacement
relationship are written like;
F SN(nˆ
∗) = KHSUSS (8)
and where the forces along the contact surface have been denoted like F SN(nˆ
∗). Coupling of
eq. (7) and eq. (8) using the conditions along the contact surface between displacements and forces
involving the incoming field represented by the discrete terms U0S and F
0
S(nˆ
∗) and given by;
US = U
S
S + U
0
S
FS(nˆ) + F
S
S (nˆ
∗) + F 0S(nˆ
∗) = 0
(9)
yields;
[
KII KIS
KSI KSS +KHS
] [
UI
US
]
=
[
FI
−F 0S(nˆ∗) +KHSU0S
]
(10)
In eq. (10) the terms U0S and F
0
S(nˆ
∗) represent the incoming field in terms of displacements
and forces, evaluated at the contact surface and KHS describes the half-space contribution to the
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global equilibrium equations. Denoting the Green tractions matrix for the direct boundary element
and indirect boundary element method like HBEM and HIBEM respectively, yields after direct
comparison of the resulting stiffness matrices the following connection between both algorithms
KBEMHS = RtH
BEMG−1Ru
KIBEMHS = RtG
−1HIBEMRu
(11)
2.2 Compression of the stiffness matrix
The non-local nature of the BEM matrices G and H in eq. (11), results in a finite element system
of equations with a dense coefficient matrix. This result, associated to the non-local nature of the
half-space superelement, is disadvantageous for its coupling in a finite element algorithm since the
HSSE now controls the memory requirements and avoids the use of available and robust iterative
solvers based on banded stiffness matrices. In this work we used two compression methods to
impose a banded condition in the HSSE stiffness matrix, so we can increase computer resources
and take advantage of iterative solvers available in most commercial codes. Although several works
have been performed related to compression of BEM equations, we directly operate here on the
resulting stiffness matrix. To the best of our knowledge a study of how this manipulation affects
accuracy has not been developed. Two compression methods were used and defined as follows:
• A threshold method, where all the terms smaller than a preselected percentage of the maxi-
mum absolute value present in the original matrix are made zero
• A half-band-width method, where all the values located outside of a preselected distance
from the diagonal are eliminated.
Both methods are based on the tendency of the BEM matrices to be diagonally dominant due
to the singularities in the Green’s functions. The threshold criteria however, is convenient as it can
be applied with a sound physical basis, since the terms in the BEM matrices can be understood
like influence coefficients indicating how strong is the effect of a given source in the response at a
given nodal point; therefore the preselected threshold value is in fact a source intensity coefficient.
The trend of the matrices to be diagonally dominant can be observed in fig. 4, where we plotted
the appearance of the reduced BEM stiffness matrices for the model of a semi-circular canyon
after applying the threshold criteria. The BEM stiffness matrix can be computed and compressed
inside a user element subroutine, coupled to an existing finite element code. It suffices to specify
the nodal points conforming the contact surface SM and the subroutine must return the elemental
contribution (see eq. (10) and eq. (11)). If the problem is directly solved in the time domain, it
suffices to implement a user element subroutine UEL where the element contribution to the global
system is either one of the K ’s specified in eq. (11) and the contribution to the loads vector is the
one appearing in eq. (10). On the other hand, if the analysis is performed in the frequency domain,
where the K’s are complex valued, one needs to assume that the model has real and imaginary
degrees of freedom at each node, thus doubling the number of degrees of freedom with respect to
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the ones used in a direct time domain analysis. With this assumption at hand, the implementation
of the finite element proceeds exactly like in the time domain. For instance, such a generalized
framework has been proposed by Mosquera (2013).
Figure 4: Appearance of the stiffness matrices for a semicircular canyon after applying the threshold
criteria with values (a) 0.01 (less accurate), (b) 0.001 and (c) 0.0001 (more accurate).
3 Results
3.1 Compressed Stiffness Matrix Formulation
The well known benchmark problems of a semi-circular and a rectangular canyon were selected
in order to test and evaluate the loss of accuracy of the stiffness matrix approximation. These
problems constitute a worst case scenario for the approximation if the resulting matrices are
interpreted like absorbing boundaries. The response of both canyons to P and SV waves incident
at 0◦ and 30◦ with respect to the vertical was calculated. For the excitation we applied an incoming
field corresponding to a Ricker pulse. As a threshold value we applied a variation from 0.0 to 0.01,
with 0.0 corresponding to the original complete matrix and with a larger value representing a less
accurate approximation. In the case of the band-width criteria the size of the relative half-band
width was varied from 0.03 to 1.0 with the complete matrix corresponding to a value of 1.0 and
a null value to a matrix with only the diagonal terms. The values of the relative half-band width
for matrices approximated with the threshold criteria are shown in table 1.
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Threshold
Relative half-bandwidth Relative storage
Semicircular Rectangular Semicircular Rectangular
0 1 1 100% 100%
10−5 0.26 0.25 45.2% 43.8%
10−4 0.13 0.09 24.3% 17.2%
10−3 0.06 0.05 11.6% 9.8%
10−2 0.03 0.02 5.9% 4.0%
Table 1: Relative half-band-width for the dynamic matrices compressed by the threshold criteria.
Relative storage values are also presented –storing just the terms in the band.
After imposing the banded condition we are interested in determining the storage requirements
for the new resultant matrix. The original needs corresponding to the full matrix requires n2
memory words. For the new approximated matrix and storing just the terms in the band, the
relative needed storage requirement, Rst, can be approximated after neglecting the words required
to store the diagonal itself like;
Rst(Rhbw) = 2Rhbw −Rhbw2 (12)
and where Rhbw is the relative half-band width. A storage requirement corresponding to 50%
of the full matrix is equivalent to a relative half-band width of 0.3, while 0.13 would be equivalent
to 25% of the original storage requirement.
Figures 5 to 12 show the transfer functions and synthetic displacement time-histories (synthetic
seismograms) for a dimensionless frequency η = ωL/piβ = 1.0 where ω is the circular frequency, β
the shear wave velocity and L is the characteristic canyon dimension for different cases. On the
other hand we show in fig. 13 the relative errors with respect to the square-norm for different levels
of approximation and for all considered incident waves. In general, the best results were obtained
for the vertical displacements under P−wave incidence and for the horizontal displacements in
the case of SV−wave incidence. At the same time, as was originally expected better results are
obtained for the semi-circular canyon which contains less diffraction sources as compared to the
rectangular canyon. This behaviour is observed for both the threshold and half-band-width criteria.
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Figure 5: Transfer function for a semicircular canyon for a vertically incident P wave at a dimen-
sionless frequency of 1.
	  
(a) Complete matrix
	  
(b) Threshold value=0.00001
	  
(c) Threshold value=0.0001
	  
(d) Threshold value=0.01
Figure 6: Synthetic seismograms for horizontal displacement for a semicircular canyon for a verti-
cally incident P wave for different threshold values.
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Figure 7: Transfer function for a rectangular canyon for a 30◦ incident SV wave at a dimensionless
frequency of 1.
	  
(a) Complete matrix
	  
(b) Threshold value=0.00001
	  
(c) Threshold value=0.0001
	  
(d) Threshold value=0.01
Figure 8: Synthetic seismograms for horizontal displacement for a rectangular canyon for a verti-
cally incident SV wave for different threshold values.
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Figure 9: Transfer function for a semicircular canyon for a vertically incident SV wave at a dimen-
sionless frequency of 1.
	  
(a) Complete matrix
	  
(b) Relative half-bandwidth=0.26
	  
(c) Relative half-bandwidth=0.13
	  
(d) Relative half-bandwidth=0.03
Figure 10: Synthetic seismograms for horizontal displacement for a semicircular canyon for verti-
cally incident SV wave different half-bandwidth values.
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Figure 11: Transfer function for a rectangular canyon for a 30◦ incident P wave at a dimensionless
frequency of 1.
	  
(a) Complete matrix
	  
(b) Relative half-bandwidth=0.25
	  
(c) Relative half-bandwidth=0.09
	  
(d) Relative half-bandwidth=0.02
Figure 12: Synthetic seismograms for horizontal displacement for a semicircular canyon for a 30◦
incident P wave for different half-bandwidth values.
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(a) Semicircular canyon 	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(b) Rectangular canyon
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(c) Semicircular canyon 	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(d) Rectangular canyon
Figure 13: Comparison for different matrix compression criteria: a), b) for Threshold criterion and
c), d) for Half-bandwidth criterion. In all the cases the geometry and the incidence type of wave
SV or P and angle is varied for well known cases. The error is computed for the transfer function
at a dimensionless frequency of 1.
4 Conclusions and Furtherwork
Two approximate numerical solution methods for the elastic wave scattering problem, were dis-
cussed and evaluated in order to facilitate the study of dispersion problems at the practising
engineering level in available personal computers and within existing finite element architectures.
First, the loss of accuracy associated with two different ways of converting fully dense stiffness
matrices into banded stiffness matrix was evaluated. The original stiffness matrix appeared af-
ter the discretization of a half-space sub-domain with two different boundary element algorithms,
e.g., a direct boundary element method and an indirect boundary element method. The proposed
techniques are oriented to the solution of the problem at the engineering practising level since one
arrives to a stiffness matrix that can be coupled into existing commercial finite element codes,
e.g., ABAQUS and FEAP. The compression procedure results in savings in memory requirements.
Although similar procedures have been previously used in order to compress full BEM matrices, to
the best of our knowledge there are no published works for the compression of coupled BEM/FEM
algorithms. A good approximation is obtained for vertical displacements under P-wave incidence
and horizontal displacements under SV-wave incidence. A larger error is obtained for the rectan-
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gular canyon because of the presence of singularity points in the tractions field along the corners.
Errors as large as 50% for the considered range of approximations were found. For an error of the
order of 10% a relative half-band-width of 0.13 or equivalently, a relative storage requirement of
0.25 can be used. This is a memory saving of 75%.
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